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ABSTRCT:

Cloud computing is a latest trend in present

scenario. Cloud computing definitely makes sense

if your own security is weak, missing features of

understanding and privacy. The cloud acts as a big

black box, nothing inside the cloud is visible to the

clients.Clients have no idea or control over what

happens inside a cloud. Even if the cloud provider

is honest, it can have malicious system admins

who can tamper with the VMs and violate

confidentiality and integrity. However cloud is not

proving security,privacy,authentication because of

retrievable problem.So In this paper we providing

great integrity technique on clouds it solves the

problem of retrivevable.our experimental results

shows better and efficiency of clouds.
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I INTRODUCTION:

“Cloud computing is a compilation of existing
techniques and technologies, packaged within a

new infrastructure paradigm that offers improved

scalability, elasticity, business agility, faster startup

time, reduced management costs, and just-in-time

availability of resources.

Explosive growth in applications: biomedical

informatics, space exploration, business analytics,

web 2.0 social networking: YouTube,

Facebook.Extreme scale content generation:

e-science and e-business data deluge.

Extraordinary rate of digital content consumption:

digital gluttony: Apple iPhone, iPad, Amazon

Kindle .Exponential growth in compute

capabilities: multi-core, storage, bandwidth, virtual

machines (virtualization).Very short cycle of

obsolescence in technologies: Windows Vista

Windows 7; Java versions; CC#;

Phython.Newer architectures: web services,

persistence models, distributed file

systems/repositories (Google, Hadoop), multi-core,

wireless and mobile. Diverse knowledge and skill

levels of the work force. You simply cannot

manage this complex situation with your

traditional IT infrastructure.

II PROBLEM STATEMENT:

The use of hybrid clouds is an emerging trend in

cloud computing ability to exploit public resources

for high throughput.Yet, better able to control

costs and data privacy Several key challenges.

Data Design: how to store data in a hybrid

cloud[1]?Solution must account for data

representation used (unencrypted/encrypted),

public cloud monetary costs and query workload

characteristics.Query Processing: how to execute a

query over a hybrid cloud[2]?Solution must

provide query rewrite rules that ensure the

correctness of a generated query plan over the

hybrid cloud[3].Also a massive concentration of

risk expected loss from a single breach can be

significantly larger.concentration of “users”
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represents a concentration of

threats[4],[5].“Ultimately, you can outsource
responsibility but you can’t outsource
accountability.” Trusting vendor’s security model
Customer inability to respond to audit findings

• Obtaining support for investigations

• Indirect administrator accountability

• Proprietary implementations can’t be
examined

• Loss of physical control

Data dispersal and international privacy

laws,EU Data Protection Directive and U.S.

Safe Harbor program.Exposure of data to

foreign government and data subpoenas.Data

retention issues,Need for isolation

management,Multi-tenancy ,Logging

challenges Data ownership issues ,Quality of

service guarantees.

III PROPOSED WORK:

We propose a novel architecture that integrates

cloud database services with data confidentiality

and the possibility of executing concurrent

operations on encrypted data.This is the first

solution supporting geographically distributed

clients to connect directly to an encrypted cloud

database, and to execute concurrent and

independent operations including those modifying

the database structure. The proposed architecture

has the further advantage of eliminating

intermediate proxies that limit the elasticity,

availability, and scalability properties that are

intrinsic in cloud-based solutions. Secure DBaaS

provides several original features that differentiate

it from previous work in the field of security for

remote database services.

ADVANTAGES OF PROPOSED SYSTEM:

The proposed architecture does not require

modifications to the cloud database, and it is

immediately applicable to existing cloud DBaaS,

such as the experimented PostgreSQL Plus Cloud

Database, Windows Azure and Xeround . There

are no theoretical and practical limits to extend our

solution to other platforms and to include new

encryption algorithm.It guarantees data

confidentiality by allowing a cloud database server

to execute concurrent SQL operations (not only

read/write, but also modifications to the database

structure) over encrypted data.It provides the same

availability, elasticity, and scalability of the

original cloud DBaaS because it does not require

any intermediate

server.

Fig1: secure integration of clouds

IV conclusion:

Cloud computing is sometimes viewed as a

reincarnation of the classic mainframe

client-server model However, resources are

ubiquitous, scalable, highly virtualized

Contains all the traditional threats, as well as

new onesIn developing solutions to cloud

computing security issues it may be helpful to

identify the problems and approaches in terms

of Loss of control, Lack of trust and

Multi-tenancy problems, The PPDA tasks

analyzed in the paper can be reduced to

evaluation of a single function. Now, the

question is how to analyze whether a PPDA

task is in DNCC if it is reduced to a set of
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functions. In other words, is the composition

of a set of DNCC functions still in DNCC?

We will formally answer this question in the

future. Another important direction that we

would like to pursue is to create more efficient

SMC techniques tailored towards

implementing the data analysis tasks that are

in DNCC. Even though privacy-preserving

data analysis tech- niques guarantee that

nothing other than the final result is disclosed,
whether or not participating parties provide

truthful input data cannot be verified. In this
paper, we have investigated what kinds of

PPDA tasks are incentive compatible under

the NCC model. Based on our findings, there
are several important PPDA tasks that are

incentive driven. As a future work, we will

investigate incentive issues in other data

analysis tasks, and extend the proposed

theorems under the probabilistic NCC model.
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